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happened to the Jewish communities behind the Iron Curtain? What is the situation of Jewish Displaced Persons? Have the needs of Jews for relief and economic assistance dwindled? And—the question in which all Jews are necessarily interested—has there been an increase or decrease of anti-Semitic manifestations in Canada, Latin America, Europe, North Africa, South Africa, and the Middle East?

The diversified achievements and problems of Israel as well as the relationship of Israeli Jewry to Jews all over the world are given extended treatment in two major articles and discussed in the Year Book in relevant contexts. Some of the subjects treated are: immigration, security, Israel and world Zionist relations, the internationalization of Jerusalem, the Arab refugee problem, the arms embargo, domestic legislation, and economic, religious, educational and cultural life in Israel.

Finally, the picture of Jewish life and the continuous striving by Jews for security and the extension of human rights for all is rounded off by a review of developments in the United Nations of interest to Jewish organizations.

In addition to this extraordinarily rich and varied presentation of world events and current activities in Jewish life, the Year Book provides the reference features which scholars and readers alike have praised so highly for many years: calendars, directories, bibliographies, and obituaries.

A thorough index makes the American Jewish Year Book, 1951, readily accessible to all.
The standard, authoritative record of the events and significant trends in American and world Jewish life. Communal workers, librarians, clergymen, journalists, teachers, and students will welcome the Year Book as an invaluable reference tool. The general reader interested in Jewish life will find the special features and reviews stimulating, informative, and lucid.

More than 600 pages of special summaries, analyses, reports, directories, lists, tables, calendars, bibliography, statistics, index. Attractively designed, the American Jewish Year Book will be a welcome addition to every reference shelf and home library.
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